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This book is for you if you want to be rid of pain and dis-comfort in your life. Gregory Reece-

Smith uses The Seven Secrets to Living in Harmony to explain how habits and beliefs become

lodged and stored in our body and manifest as pain and dis-comfort. These indicators of

limitation, dictate how we show up in our daily lives. In addition to outlining how this can be

changed, Gregory presents a whole new understanding of how, by listening to our bodies each

of us can reach our full potential.The Seven Secrets to Living in Harmony contains exhilarating

concepts: the key to doing so is not to suppress dis-comfort, dis-harmony, pain and suffering,

rather listen to and identify the message and address the underlying meaning it represents.

Gregory uses research rooted in science, and case studies of how clients transformed their

lives, businesses, and families.The core message is only our own actions which create

harmony in our lives. This book takes readers on an inspiring journey of opportunity to dispel

the layers of beliefs hiding our true and deepest self. Allowing us to discover grace, peace, and

unconditional love that is within every single one of us on this planet.Are You Ready to Take

Responsibility for Your Body and Life?TestimoniesGregory allowed me to reconnect my heart

with God and discover spiritual and innerwisdom. I feel blessed and grateful he appeared in my

life. Thanks and until forever, Youare the LIGHT!Jorge Silva, Paços de Ferreria,

PortugalGregory is an amazing guide, who brings a tremendous contribution to the current

raisein consciousness and evolution of humanity. He has a unique ability to deliver the

mostprofound and seemingly complex insights - in the simplest and most accessible

manner.Through words and powerful energy transmissions, he always portrays deep

compassionand sobriety, while providing what is needed at the moment. His pure and

constantconnection to Source allows him to answer most questions or requests, enabling one

tofind, reach and embrace their true place in the grand scheme of the Universe.Sophie Bidard,

www.fragmentsunited.com, Belgrade, SerbiaGregory has the rare ability to hold and share

such deep intellectual and intuitiveknowledge in ALL areas of life.Kim Mørck Sales Manager,

Copenhagen, DenmarkThe Seven Secrets to Living in Harmony is a useful guide that gives

tools for those, whoare prepared to find out what limiting beliefs and emotions are holding them

back fromliving the life they dream. It is a complete guide/book with practical exercises to open

upto a new reality and possibilities.Charlotte Wossmark Delft, The NetherlandsI can’t thank

you enough for being my spiritual teacher. You have an extraordinary wayof inspiring and

healing the many people who are fortunate to be graced by yourpresence. Your wisdom,

knowledge and intuition shine through in everything you touchencompassed with love and

understanding. Our time together has been priceless and Icontinue to learn the meaning of

unconditional love from an amazing soul.Antoinette DePerro, Heart, Sage and Wisdom, Colts

Neck, New Jersey, USAI am so grateful to Gregory, his wisdom and empathy has helped me

realign with my lifepurpose and help me choose the right decision, at such a critical moment of

my life. Hehas such a wonderful way of saying things simply and to the point, which can open

themind to new possibilities ..... He has such high spiritual values, full of love andcompassion

and very connected to the spirit within. I wish him all the success hedeserves.Giuseppe

Glorioso, Dance Coach, Milan, Italy

Gregory Reece-Smith is here to help people. That's obvious from his patient, even

somewhatdetailed, explanations of health issues we may have and what may cause them.



After readinghis book, I can say the information is worth reading. Thank you, Gregory!- Joan

Kent Ph.D. in psychoactive nutrition. Author of: Stronger Than Sugar:7 Simple Steps To Defeat

Sugar Addiction, Lift Your Mood and Transform YourHealth; and The Sugar-Free Workout:

7Healthy Ways To Fuel Before, During and After Your Workouts For Max Results.From the

AuthorIt was learning to listen to my body´s messages such as lower back pain, which led me

to write the #1 best-selling The Seven Secrets to Living in Harmony.The story of how severe

back pain led me to choose between continuing as CEO of a public technology company or

following my passion is in my chapter "CEO to Shaman" in the #1 international best-selling

Transforming Your Life II.Both books contain case studies of how using shamanic practices and

other tools has changed the lives of clients and their businesses. Helping them take action to

produce breakthroughs and real success in their lives.The Seven Secrets I wrote as a guide to

help its readers apply what I had learnt about listening to our body. It is reminding us of the

beliefs it wants us to release, only we too often do not listen. Each of The Seven Secrets links

pain and dis-comfort to specific emotions. With this awareness it is then possible to effect

transformation in all aspects of your life.Please contact me if you have any feedback or

questions about The Seven Secrets and its content. Through retreats and events I offer a

"smart" path for you to effect your own transformation. From the Inside FlapIn 2010, my

family moved to Central Portugal to be closer to Nature and begin the next nine-year cycle of

our development. The month before we caught the ferry was dominated by my very last bout of

severe back pain. Friends helped pack all that we were taking as I could not bend let alone fill

boxes!It was this last bout of back pain that prompted me to write The Seven Secrets to Living

in Harmony. It was written during our first year in Portugal. Each of The Seven Secrets is linked

to one of the prime seven chakras, or energy centers in our body. Because I was afraid what

others might think, there was no mention of a chakra in the book, nor the fact I am a shaman

even though shamanic practices are outlined!To me, these concepts did not fit with the beliefs I

had about working in finance and corporate management. They were worlds apart.I was not

being true to what I believed. As a result, the manuscript sat gathering dust, until an event I

hosted at the San Luis Rey Mission in San Diego. After a Fire Ceremony I asked one of the

participants if he would publish the book and he said Yes!A focus of my coaching is to

transform the beliefs held by clients. For as Creation continues to expand, so can we - provided

we are prepared to step out of our comfort zone. Being unwilling to move beyond their limits,

most people never take action to create the dream they have or let go of the patterns which are

limiting their life - including their business.About one-third of clients I first meet have a limitation

about their income and the wealth they can create. Around 40% are afraid of being visible. For

many these beliefs were created in their early years before the age of seven or in another life.

They can be altered and removed, no matter where or when they were created. Only you need

to choose to walk that path or stay in your existing comfort zone?From the Back CoverDo you

want to eliminate dis-comfort, dis-harmony, pain, and suffering from YOUR Life?The Seven

Secrets is your guide to doing this once and for all.Each of The Seven Secrets guides you to

listen and identify what your body is telling you, enabling you to address the underlying

emotions it holds.* Shift your understanding and the way you view your life.* Discover what

your body is telling you.* Take control of your life.* Change lifelong beliefs limiting your life.Is

there anything you want to change about Your Life? Are you suffering from pain, dis-ease, or

illness, or carrying excess weight? The Seven Secrets will guide you to set your body and Your

Life free from old beliefs and limitations. It will allow you to become the magnificent person you

know you are, fulfilling your divine purpose. This is how You bring harmony into Your life.Ready

to take ACTION?About the AuthorI have worked in corporate and led technology companies



worldwide; later coaching fledgling organisations to those the size of the international

operations of IKEA.Also known as the Shamanic CEO, I help executives, entrepreneurs and

their families synchronise all aspects of their lives so they can accelerate their business.

Creating harmony by shifting the beliefs that limit their lives and thus their business.Being

called again to be a shaman, I believe all problems, physical, emotional or mental, have their

root cause in imbalances between body, mind and spirit. Healing this is achieved by accessing

information in the unseen world to effect transformation.Helping clear energy blocks and

shadow from all parts of your Being. Including your physical, emotional, mental and light

bodies. Whether created in this, other lives, is ancestral or karmic.Completing soul-level

healing that spans across all dimensions of time and space and penetrates to the ROOT of the

unconscious. The effects extend to all other lives each of our souls has enjoyed.Combining

valuable insights and perspectives from my shamanic practice with experience in business.

Helping people move beyond their fixed beliefs, to achieve personal and financial freedom

where little or none existed before. I also enjoy conducting shamanic weddings.Guiding you to

connect with Spirit and your dream, creating alignment with what your soul desires. So freeing

you to accelerate all aspects of your life, business and personal.Read more
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The Seven Secrets to Living in HarmonyA Guide to Freeing You to Create Your LifeGregory

Reece-SmithSeven Secrets TestimonialsGregory allowed me to reconnect my heart with God

and discover spiritual and inner wisdom. I feel blessed and grateful he appeared in my

life. Thanks and until forever, You are the LIGHT!Jorge Silva, Paços de Ferreria,

PortugalGregory is an amazing guide, who brings a tremendous contribution to the current

raise in consciousness and evolution of humanity. He has a unique ability to deliver the most

profound and seemingly complex insights - in the simplest and most accessible manner.

Through words and powerful energy transmissions, he always portrays deep compassion and

sobriety, while providing what is needed at the moment. His pure and constant connection to

Source allows him to answer most questions or requests, enabling one to find, reach and

embrace their true place in the grand scheme of the Universe. Sophie Bidard, Belgrade,

SerbiaGregory has the rare ability to hold and share such deep intellectual and

intuitive knowledge in ALL areas of life.Kim Mørck Sales Manager, Copenhagen, DenmarkThe

Seven Secrets to Living in Harmony is a useful guide that gives tools for those, who are

prepared to find out what limiting beliefs and emotions are holding them back from living the

life they dream. It is a complete guide/book with practical exercises to open up to a new reality

and possibilities.Charlotte Wossmark Delft, The NetherlandsI can’t thank you enough for being

my spiritual teacher. You have an extraordinary way of inspiring and healing the many people

who are fortunate to be graced by your presence. Your wisdom, knowledge and intuition shine

through in everything you touch encompassed with love and understanding. Our time together

has been priceless and I continue to learn the meaning of unconditional love from an amazing

soul.Antoinette DePerro, Heart, Sage and Wisdom, Colts Neck, New JerseyI am so grateful to

Gregory, his wisdom and empathy has helped me realign with my life purpose and help me

choose the right decision, at such a critical moment of my life. He has such a wonderful way of

saying things simply and to the point, which can open the mind to new possibilities ..... He has

such high spiritual values, full of love and compassion and very connected to the spirit within.

I wish him all the success he deserves.Giuseppe Glorioso, Milan, ItalyGregory believes deeply

in each person reaching their fullest potential. He always sees someone´s true self within

without the baggage. Encouraging me to learn from my experiences which wasn't easy at

times, but he really guided and supported me.Maki Tajima, Tokyo, JapanGregory, you helped

me to create breakthroughs I never even dared to dream of. Working with you made me leave

the fear-mode that was actually self-limiting, even very damaging. You allowed me to feel self-

care and self love and that has truly made me a better person…..Gregory, you have re-kindled

the self love in me that was numbed out, the love to live, and the joy from life.I dropped the fear

mode and I now thrive with joy, I feel 20 kilos lighter, and shoulders and neck pain free. I thank

you for gently guiding me. You made such a difference with your energy work.Liesbeth Dillen

www.sheworkswithwomen.com, Brussels, BelgiumGregory has helped me release the pain I

had stored in my body in connection with a childhood experience. Through the coaching

sessions I have become more conscious about being able to choose what kind of reality I want

to reside in. My consciousness has been expanding and I feel more authentic than ever. Thank

youNiccole Lind www.blivhel.com, Copenhagen, Denmark(Copyright page)© 2014 Gregory

Reece-SmithAll rights reserved. Except as permitted under the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, no

part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed or transmitted in any form or by any

means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of the

publisher.Published by Divine Time Books, LLCFirst edition: 2014Library of Congress Control



Number 2014956054Cover and interior design by Kerrie Lian, under contract with Karen

Saunders & Associates,Editor, Barbara McNichol, Barbara McNichol EditorialPublisher’s

NoteThis publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to

the subject matter covered. It is sold with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged

in rendering psychological, financial, legal, or other professional services. If expert assistance

or counseling is needed, the services of a competent professional should be sought. The

publisher does not have control over or does not assume any responsibility for the author, third-

party websites, or their content.Sincerely,Divine Time Books, LLCFor more information, other

titles, or to submit your own manuscript, please visitAcknowledgmentsI express my thanks to

those who have helped create this book.To my clients, for allowing me to learn from them and

be their friend, confidant, and helper.To my family, for supporting me as I developed my

awareness of how the body works, especially on the many occasions when they were

experiencing pain or discomfort and my response was, “What are you holding on to?”To my

wife Caroline, my supporter and best friend, for her inspiration, and for being there as we walk

the path of life together.To Sue Knight, for not only helping me on my journey of understanding

but also for providing support, encouragement, and insight to write this book, and for being its

first reader.To Lisa Turner, for being an analytical mind using non-analytical processes to

create transformation and provide insights on structuring this book.To Barbara McNichol for

editing this book and acting as my sparring partner, challenging me to create a fuller version

you are now reading.To Gordie Bufton for co-creating that evening by the fire pit at San Luis

Rey Mission. We heard the hawk in a tree above us and felt it swoop down over our heads

before turning upward and spreading its wings in the last light of day. I also thank Gordie for

being my publisher.To Kerrie Lian and Karen Saunders for guiding me gently through the

process of design and production, and Barbara Munson for her detailed proofreading and

suggestions…without which the book would not appear as you read it today.To all those who

shared their stories and added to my understanding.And finally, to Source, for blessing me with

the abilities and gifts to accomplish this work, for empowering me to be an instrument of

change and transformation, and for guiding my life along its unending path.--Gregory Reece-

SmithPromise Yourself...To be so strong that nothing can disturb your peace of mind.To talk

health, happiness, and prosperity to every person youmeet.To make all your friends feel that

there is something worthwhile in them.To look at the sunny side of everything and make your

optimism come true.To think only of the best, to work only for the best and to expect only the

best.To be just as enthusiastic about the success of others as you are about your own.To forget

the mistakes of the past and press on to the greater achievements of the future.To wear a

cheerful expression at all times and give a smile to every living creature you meet.To give so

much time to improving yourself that you have no time to criticize others.To be too large for

worry, too noble for anger, too strong for fear, and too happy to permit the presence of

trouble.To think well of yourself and to proclaim this fact to the world, not in loud words, but in

great deeds.To live in the faith that the whole world is on your side, so long as you are true to

the best that is in you.--Christian Larson, The Optimist’s CreedTable of

ContentsForewordIntroductionWhy I Wrote This BookScientific Evidence of SupportWhy

Harmony May Be Missing in Your LifeSecret #1 answers the question: “Why is my back killing

me?”Secret #2 answers the question: “What is pissing me off?”Secret #3 answers the question:

“What is my gut telling me?”Secret #4 answers the question: “What do I feel in my

heart?”Secret #5 answers the question: “Why do I have trouble speaking up?”Secret #6

answers the question: “How do I achieve clarity and focus?”Secret #7 answers the questions:

“Where am I going, and what is the point to it all?”So Where to Now?Creating Harmony in Your



Life: What We OfferAbout the AuthorResourcesEndnotesForewordGregory Reece-Smith is a

great transformational leader serving the planet. His insights are simple, yet powerful. Not only

does he have the perspective of a strategic and innovative CEO during his former role; he also

has the compassion and heart of a true leader.As you go on this journey with Gregory, you will

discover new insights and awakenings about yourself, and you will come full circle to unleash

your purpose here on earth.I can’t think of a better person to learn from than a man who has

traveled the world and navigated global businesses. All the way from CEO of international

corporations to entrepreneurial coach to a humanitarian and transformational leader. Who

better to learn from than a man who has faced the problems of an entrepreneur as well as the

problems of global companies. This range of experience is truly the formula for

success.However, because of Gregory's wisdom and life experience, YOU will experience a

very different kind of success in this book. A success that comes from within. Success that

doesn’t have the trappings of societal success but a success that comes from living in pure joy.

Success that comes from being connected to your purpose and your journey within, not your

journey to the top.While Gregory’s principles will help you reach the top in your field, you will

soon discover that reaching the top as your soul’s purpose can be a form of spiritual

bankruptcy.Gregory will open you to a life of having it all by discovering who you truly are and

then bringing that light to the world. He will show you unquestionable proof that his lessons are

timeless. You will discover this through your own journey and the implementation of his

principles.The one thing you need in life is perspective and awareness of the right path for you.

I can assure you that Gregory's principles and life experience will pass on the wisdom and

knowledge you need to uncover your true path. Ultimately, it is the path of Joy, which Gregory

has found.This book is nothing short of Gregory’s true masterpiece and life’s work on this

planet. It will deliver on your expectations and even surpass them. It has my highest

recommendation. As a performer and the creator of a one-man theater show, the principles in

this book allow me to tap into an endless supply of passion that fuels my show and this

creative expression has allowed me to bring out the fullest expression of my purpose. When

you read this book, your passions and purpose will jump off the page at you because this book

helps you remember who you really are and what you’re meant to do on this planet.Enjoy.--Ted

McGrath, creator of Message 2 Millions and SHIFT personal and professional growth programs

helping individuals break through to their full potentialIntroductionBelieve nothing. No matter

where youread it, or who said it, even if I have saidit, unless it agrees with your own reasonand

your own common sense.--BuddhaDo you have a belief in yourself, a dream of what you know

you can achieve? Have other people told you that your dream was out of reach? Have you

been limiting yourself? It’s time to allow yourself to create and live the destiny that is yours.If

you have taken the step to acquire this book that means it’s time to bring forth your full

potential. The next step is to let go of the past and put aside the restraints—the filters through

which you view your world. You know there is more to your life than what you currently

experience. This book gives you an understanding of how your body can help you identify your

limitations and guides you to go beyond them. All you need is to decide that now is the time to

let go.Create the harmonious life you desire, follow your passion, and you’ll reach your full

potential! You have something—call it a gift, an innate ability, a talent, an area of expertise. You

have a passion you would love to share with the world. Perhaps you want to make a living from

it. So what is stopping you?Often the body indicates a conflict between desires/passion and

thoughts/emotions—particularly repressed ones. The body says these emotional memories

need to be addressed before your desires and potential can be realized.Almost always, the

true cause of any pain or discomfort is ignored and responsibility is allocated elsewhere—to a



past accident, a poorly functioning system, family genetics, or simply something one must

accept! In my experience, these supposed “causes” are rarely proven to be true.Remember,

our bodies are highly sophisticated instruments of consciousness designed to create our

experience based on our beliefs. Through pain and discomfort, they highlight for us the need to

let go of beliefs that are no longer in balance and harmony with what we want. Innately, the

body is meant to be a transmitter, an amplifier and conductor of light and energy. When we

allow it to embrace and radiate this light energy, old disruptive patterns can disappear!So is

there anything you want to change about your body? Are you suffering from pain, dis-ease, or

illness? Are you carrying excess weight? Now is the time to set your body free from your old

beliefs and filters. Now is the time to show up as the magnificent person you know you are. Use

your body as a wonderful healing mechanism by allowing it to act the way it’s designed!People

either express emotions, suppress them, or seek to understand and work through them. This

book is not about changing habits to enable you to cope; rather, it’s about transforming your

understanding and the way you view your life. It helps you identify what your body is telling you

so you can address the underlying emotions. This is how you bring harmony into your life.Many

of my clients had seen counselors who taught them methods to cope with their habits. Here,

you will learn something greater: how to completely transform cause and effect so you can

make changes to create harmony in your life.Like the old Chinese proverb states: “The person

who says it cannot be done should not interrupt the person doing it.”Please note: the term

“Source” is used to denote God, the Divine, Cosmic Consciousness, the Universe. Please use

the interpretation or name with which you feel comfortable.Why I Wrote This BookBe still like a

mountain and flow like a great river.--Lao-TseSo you have opened this book. Now what? What

led you to it, and how will it help you overcome the challenges of feeling tired, having pains in

different parts of your body, being unable to wear the clothes you like, suffering from hormone

imbalance, feeling stepped on by others, experiencing a loss of creativity, feeling

disempowered, making no progress in your business or career, and being unsure if you even

want a career?What if you don’t know where you’re heading, what makes life worth living, why

you’re here, and how you can create what you truly desire?Though this book may not have all

the answers, it gives you clues to the real reasons you are suffering from such symptoms as

abdominal cramps, asthma, acid reflux, back pain, candidiasis, colitis, fatigue, fibromyalgia,

high blood pressure, excess fat on the hips and/or stomach, indigestion, irritable bowel

syndrome, menopause, menstrual problems, migraines, restricted knee or joint movement,

sciatica, and ulcers, to name a few!You can also learn how your emotions influence business,

career, health, money, personal development, and relationships—and how these are reflected

in your body.This book sets out seven secrets to understanding what your body is trying to tell

you and the ways you can answer its cries for help. Because we are individuals, it cannot

outline all possible actions to take for a desired outcome. Though what it can do is help you

understand the cause and effect of what you are experiencing and how you can begin to

transform your life. That said, one word of warning: holding on to a limiting belief about others

will block the change you seek to create. In fact, if you believe your situation is completely due

to the actions of others, you might want to stop reading now!As you read on, seek what B.K.S.

Iyengar describes in The Tree of Yoga: “When your body, mind and soul are healthy and

harmonious, you will bring health and harmony to the world—not by withdrawing from the world

but by being a healthy living organ of the body of humanity.”[1]My hope is that, within the pages

of this book, you learn to initiate changes, clarify your direction, master your psychology,

anchor the spirit within you, and release your passion so you can understand your purpose.

According to a Chinese proverb, “The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second



best time is now.” Start preparing the soil to plant your “tree.”Messages caused by

imbalancesMy teaching is based on my own experience helping myself and others to achieve

balance, harmony, and the flow of desired outcomes. What I first needed to accept was that

pain, discomfort, and dis-ease are messages caused by imbalances. Stress itself is not really

the cause; rather, stress places undue pressure on the immune system, wears the body down,

and lowers the body’s natural defenses and recovery mechanism. This opens the door to the

problems set out in this book.The body knows how to heal itself as long as the mind does not

judge a situation as “bad.” The key is to find what the body needs most—what it has been

trying to say—if we have the patience to listen. As a friend said while healing her body from

cancer, “To really heal yourself, you love yourself back to health.”The magic of sevenYou might

wonder why this book outlines seven secrets. Well, the human body has seven layers of skin.

And there are seven notes in music, seven colors in the rainbow, and, of course, seven days in

a week. Eastern religions teach us that the human body contains seven energy centers, so it’s

not surprising there are seven rounds in a Hindu wedding.As Dr. Caroline Myss points out in

Anatomy of the Spirit, seven is the number of the Christian sacraments as well as the number

of teachings in the Kabbalah. Her conclusion is that “spirituality is far more than a

psychological and emotional need: it is an inherent biological need. Our spirit, our energy and

our personal power are all one and the same force . . . Our spiritual task in this lifetime is to

learn to balance the energies of body and soul, of thought and action, of physical and mental

power. Our bodies contain an imminent blueprint for healing.”[2]Interpreting the body’s energy—

its signals—is at the core of the most ancient medical practices and beliefs. This includes the

traditional medicine of India (Ayurveda), the traditional medicine of China, and the indigenous

peoples’ shamanic practices. These practices work on the premise that our energy always

seeks to create health in spite of what we do to ourselves physically.So this book uses the

structure of the body’s seven energy centers to help you create harmony in your own body. In

China, this flow of energy is referred to as chi, hence tai chi, and in India as prana. This energy

flows in a clockwise direction from the base of the spine, over the crown of the head to the

center of the upper lip and back again.In turn, each part of the body is related to a concept of

life. For example, discomfort in the right wrist indicates difficulty in “handling” a situation; the

lack of movement indicates a lack of flexibility. The pancreas, for instance, manages sugar in

your body, so what role does “sweetness” play in your life? Has it left you, or are you so

focused on status or material things that you have no place for sweetness in your life?The

seven secrets address these questions.A little about meWhen I left university to seek a career

in business, my first step was to choose between finance and the law, both left-brained and

analytical careers. I thought finance had broader horizons and was therefore more interesting,

so I joined one of the big four global accounting firms. This meant putting on the dark suit and

white shirt, even though I had always been one to challenge convention.One of the first times I

wondered about my own body was not long after my wedding. While at university, I

experienced a sharp, debilitating pain on the right side of my abdomen. The doctor diagnosed

a possible ulcer, but a barium test confirmed I did not have one. “Must be something stuck in

your digestive system” was the general conclusion; there appeared to be no actual medical

diagnosis.About a year after moving into our first marital home, my wife found me pacing up

and down the corridor outside our bedroom as I tried to relieve the pain in the right side of my

abdomen. I ended up in hospital the day before we were due to leave for my brother’s wedding.

This time, it was a stone in my gallbladder. But this diagnosis was not reached quickly; I did not

fit the usual medical criteria of being female, overweight, and over forty! So why me, why here,

why now?Over the years, before I reached any understanding, I experienced many ailments:



lower back pain, candidiasis in my digestive system, an Achilles tendon that seized up on

several occasions, a partially frozen shoulder, an elbow that would not move fully, and such

sports injuries as a broken cheekbone, torn rib muscles, and a concussion. Some of these

conditions returned to normal quickly while others lingered. It was after breaking my

cheekbone that I asked why all these injuries were on the right side of my body. Was it anything

to do with focusing on writing with my left hand?When my wife acquired a whole-food retail

business, I began to understand more about the reasons underlying these conditions. I started

working for her from the first week, providing her with needed breaks from the flow of customer

requests. As part of our service, we made a conscious effort to attend education seminars

given by suppliers. We also conducted our own research on the impact of diet and its related

influences on the body. Then we communicated our findings through a newsletter available

over the counter or by subscription.During the early 2000s, I was especially drawn to studies

about how stress creates inflammation in the body and the deleterious effect stress has on

health and well-being. Many of these studies came from respected medical institutions such as

Harvard and Stanford. So I began to wonder: What is dis-ease? Is it nothing more than a

collection of symptoms? What causes the symptoms? Imbalances in some form? And contrary

to what most people thought, was the body simply trying to send a message?For me the ‘aha’

moment came when I accepted my body and mind are not just communicating; rather, they are

“one” appearing in two forms. They’re not only similar; they are the same! That led me to

searching for evidence to appease my analytical mind. So I began reading various books about

the body’s energy system and how it was directed by what we believe and feel about ourselves.

This led me to investigate how our experiences create our beliefs and values, even though

these experiences were rarely recorded in our memories accurately.Addressing our beliefs

The Seven Secrets to thesaurus, The Seven Secrets thesaurus

Mr. Ed, “Lots of food for thought. I must first say that I am glad I bought this book. I have to

PERSONALLY attest to the truth of what the author writes about. The mind/body connection is

very real and what we choose to think about, good or bad, will WITHOUT A DOUBT, manifest

itself in our bodies.I like the way that Gregory repeats this powerful fact throughout his

informative book. He also is telling us that we MUST change our thinking process to possibly

stop some of the pain that our body is experiencing. I can relate to this for having a 4 year

relationship end suddenly, I started to have pain in my upper right shoulder. It came from

nowhere and I could not trace down the cause. After reading this book, it was explained where

it came from and what negative emotions caused it. WOW!I also likes how the author explains

how he helped those who were going through pain, and how he helped them to see where

inside their mind and life, how the pain started and how to change their thinking process to

make their body AND THEIR MINDS whole again. He even offers classes to help with this

process too.I HIGHLY recommend this book. If you are having some sort of body pain, this

book could possibly help you to trace it down emotionally, like it did me. I want to specify that

this does not take the place of a doctor and that sometimes, some pain issues can be

hereditary or circumstancial.”

Joan Kent, “If you don't have the peace of mind you'd love, this book should be required
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reading!. The Seven Secrets to Living in Harmony presents health through mind/body unity.

This perspective has strong historical support. Eastern traditions have for centuries seen life

and individual disciplines as mind/body undertakings.Western culture has been slow to catch

up, but this view has taken root. Over 30 years ago, I read Louise Hayes’s book You Can Heal

Your Life, about adjusting mental and emotional aspects of life to “fix” physical issues. And that

was years after attending seminars that encouraged us to see beyond physical ailments to the

emotions and thinking behind them.So I felt comfortable with Gregory Reece-Smith’s viewpoint

and advice. This single volume is by no means superficial. Reece-Smith’s depth of study

impressed me. Following his guidelines would lead to robust health, clarity, vibrant energy, and

peace.The Seven Secrets is well-written, carefully outlined and researched, and delivered from

the heart. If your health is not as vigorous and vital as you’d like, if you don’t feel whole or have

the peace of mind that you’d love, Reece-Smith’s book should be on your required reading list!

I strongly recommend it.”

Laura B. Young LMFT.CCH, “Do Not Get Rid of... Anything!. Do not get rid of…anything!

Gregory takes our usual way of looking at illness and turns it upside down not as an enemy to

fight against, but rather as a guide with messages from the soul. Whether it is a frozen

shoulder or an exhausting pattern of overachieving with faulty beliefs that overdoing will bring

love and acceptance to fill our empty places, I learned much from Gregory Reece-Smith’s book

The Seven Secrets to Living in Harmony.I have personally benefited and in addition I am

sharing Gregory’s wisdom in my Psychotherapy Practice with clients. His way of explaining the

symptoms as bodily expressions of our inner conflicts are done with such clarity, as well as

inner permission giving, that we get it. We know that we do not have to get rid of anything. It’s

all energy and more often than not energy gone awry. We just have to be open to coming into

balance…again.Gregory’s Light, openness and vulnerability as he gives us some of his own

experiences of struggle, encourages us to be loving and compassionate towards ourselves, as

we’re all a work in progress.This book has a powerful message. Give your inner self a gift.”

Narinder K. Mehta, “Excellent guide to achieve more by listening to our bodies. This is a well

prepared, thoroughly researched, and a very useful guide for achieving more in our lives.

Gregory Reece-Smith demonstrates, again and again, how we can enhance our personal

effectiveness by listening to our bodies. He sets out seven secrets to understanding what our

body is trying to tell us and how we should respond. I loved the many wonderful quotations in

the book from some of the greatest thinkers. This is a very useful book.”

Christiana Star, “Powerful and practical guidance for enhancing physical and mental health!.

There is nothing like a personal story to illustrate deeper wisdom. This book clearly

demonstrates the mind-body-spirit connection and how it can be harnessed for self-healing

and empowerment. Highly recommended for people seeking positive results in different areas

of their lives.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Splendid book!. Amazing book! Good for everyone!”

Larry, “A game changer!. Gregory Reece Smith does a great job of explaining new concepts as

well as bringing into focus things of which we have been vaguely aware but have never fully

understood. We so dearly need to be reminded to heed the messages our body is sending us,

and this book makes them impossible to ignore. After reading this book, you truly will want to

achieve harmony by getting at those trapped emotions that disrupt your energy flow and loving



yourself back to health. This book is a game changer!”

Rosalind Sedacca, “Powerful message on transforming our lives!. The Seven Secrets to Living

in Harmony is a powerful reminder that we can truly transform our life by changing our

thoughts and beliefs. Author Reece-Smith blends science and personal experiences to confirm

that the body knows, and aligns with our mind to reveal, abundant pathways to harmony and

balance, if we just let go and listen. This book explains and inspires with compassion and

clarity to help us start on our own personal healing and growth.Rosalind Sedacca”

Caroline Mary Andrews, “Well worth reading as a tool on your way to self-empowerment and

healing!. Having been long on a journey of self-exploration and healing, I came to read this e-

book through a chance meeting with Gregory in Portugal. The kind hearted way in which

Gregory helps others to reach their full potential in his daily life is reflected through the way in

which he has written this book. The lessons held within these pages are accessible to all, and

simply put: there is no complex language to baffle us, no example that are beyond our

comprehension. Gregory has written in an open and honest way, providing his own life

examples of where there were blockages in his own life that were holding him back, along with

other examples from his clients that offer approachable insights to how we might learn from our

own illnesses and bodily sensations and hear the messages they hold. I also enjoyed the way

there was not a challenging belief system behind these lessons that are sometimes limiting if

you do not hold the same views. The writing is to the point, there is no "bulking" or literary over-

styling to get in the way of the simple messages Gregory is trying to purvey.To me, self-

empowerment does not have to be far-fetched and complicated, but about looking at oneself

with honesty, and this book shows how that can be achieved on all levels, to take us forward in

our lives towards the future we wish to create. There is also additional material that you can

download with further information on work to complete for yourself to gain deeper insights, and

I will be working through these myself to clear out old energies and habits, to make room for

my future!Thank you very much Gregory, for shearing your wisdoms and lessons with us, I

hope that many people learn from this book and move through their current situation to a more

positive and creative future!”

Helen Sladden, “This book touches to the very heart of issues we all face.. I was amazed at the

sensible and forthright approach this book offers for healing. Through case studies and

examples the process of the 7 secrets comes alive and assists with greater understanding in

the reality of simply...or not so simply...letting go of the past judgments, emotions and

unresolved issues from where they have lodged within our energy field. This book is a good

read for anyone on the spiritual path of healing and willing to look at the Self from every angle

to do so.  Helen”

The book by Gregory Reece-Smith has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 21 people have provided

feedback.

Seven Secrets Testimonials Foreword Introduction Why I Wrote This Book Scientific Evidence

of Support Why Harmony May Be Missing in Your Life Secret #1 answers the question: “Why is

my back killing me?” Secret #2 answers the question: “What is pissing me off?” Secret #3

answers the question: “What is my gut telling me?” Secret #4 answers the question: “What do I

feel in my heart?” Secret #5 answers the question: “Why do I have trouble speaking up?”

Secret #6 answers the question: “How do I achieve clarity and focus?” Secret #7 answers the



questions: “Where am I going, and what is the point to it all?” So Where to Now? Creating
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